Exploring the scope of community-based rehabilitation in ensuring the holistic development of differently-abled people
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Abstract
Background: Globally, it has been estimated that almost 15% of world’s population live with some form of disability, of which the majority are from developing nations.

Objectives: To explore the role of community-based rehabilitation (CBR) in the health sector, identify the prevalent challenges, and to suggest measures to facilitate its smooth implementation in community.

Methods: An extensive search of all materials related to the topic was made using library sources including PubMed, Medline and World Health Organization. Keywords used in the search included community, community-based rehabilitation, disabled, and public health.

Results: The notion of community-based rehabilitation (CBR) emerged in 1978 with an aim to improve the accessibility of disabled people to rehabilitation services, especially in developing countries, by ensuring optimal use of locally available resources. CBR programs support people with disabilities by providing health services at their doorsteps, and thus establish a strong linkage between people with disabilities and the health-care system.

Conclusion: CBR encompasses a set of interventions that are implemented for a diverse and complex group of disabled people, and thus necessitates careful planning and systematic execution for ensuring welfare of these vulnerable people.
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Introduction: Challenges for the disabled
Globally, it has been estimated that almost 15% of world’s population (viz. >1 billion) live with some form of disability, of which approximately 100 million are in the age group of <15 years. Being the largest among the vulnerable and disadvantaged section of the society, these disabled individuals are exposed to numerous challenges such as accessibility to health care institutions; poor infrastructure support; pessimistic attitude of health care providers; minimal educational / vocational opportunities; lack of self-belief; financial constraints; and minimal support to the family members, especially in developing countries. Furthermore, owing to the overburdened status of the public health care delivery system, ensuring rehabilitation of the disabled individuals, especially in the community-settings, is of significant public health concern.

Community-based rehabilitation
Rehabilitation is defined as the process of combined and coordinated use of medical / vocational / social / psychological measures for enabling individuals to attain the highest possible level of positive health and thus achieve social integration. The notion of community-based rehabilitation (CBR) emerged in 1978 with an aim to improve the accessibility of disabled people to rehabilitation services, especially in developing countries, by ensuring optimal use of locally available resources. Thus, CBR encompasses different strategies that are implemented in collaboration with multiple sectors to empower disabled people/ their family members / community members regardless of any parameter by creating awareness, eliminating stigma, promoting social inclusion, meeting basic needs and facilitating access to health, education and vocational opportunities.

CBR: Scope and benefits
Community-based rehabilitation (CBR) programs support people with disabilities by providing health services at their doorsteps, and thus establish a strong linkage between people with disabilities and the health-care system. The key activities of the CBR program comprise of organizing training sessions for the welfare of family and community members on disability; providing educational assistance and improving physical access; setting-up referral services; providing assistance (viz. financial support, assistive devices); arranging employment opportunities; and extending social & recreational support. Findings of multiple studies have revealed that CBR activities are not only cost-effective, but have delivered encouraging results in increasing independence; enhancing mobility, improving communication skills; augmenting educational/vocational opportunities; influencing community attitudes positively; and in facilitating social inclusion, of disabled people.

Identified challenges in the field of CBR
Despite the availability of evidence indicating remarkable benefits of CBR in different domains, the evaluation studies have revealed a wide range of challenges in the execution of CBR such as ambiguity surrounding the concept; uncertainty about the methods by which its implementation can be fostered in community; limited availability of resources; minimal participation of community owing to culturally- insensitive nature of the programs; shortage of health care workers to exercise CBR; untrained CBR workers; non-employment of multi-disciplinary teams; and poor coordination among health care providers and systems of delivery. These challenges have significantly threatened the implementation and the sustainability of CBR programs.

Recommended strategies to counter the barriers
In order to negate the identified barriers, there is a need to have a strong leadership to facilitate the translation of theory into practice. Furthermore, adequate collaboration is required among different stakeholders (viz. policy makers, medical practitioners, health care professionals, community, and representatives from non-governmental organization) to support this intervention. In addition, other interventions such as setting clear and unambiguous goals and objectives; building a comprehensive CBR evaluation framework (conducted in close collaboration with the local community, including people with disabilities) and testing the same for relevance and appropriateness in the local settings; adopting combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies to better capture the effectiveness of this strategy; fostering use of management information systems and monitoring; ensuring active community participation by designing context specific and culture-sensitive programs; enrolling workers from allied sectors who are skilled and willing to work for the welfare of disabled; organizing training sessions for CBR workers; ensuring availability of adequate resources & establishing referral services; employing multi-disciplinary teams to ensure successful delivery of services in the community; organizing formal and informal meetings between members of the team to enhance their coordination and coherence; and building mechanism to monitor their performance and impact on health indicators.

Conclusion
Community-based rehabilitation encompasses a set of interventions that are implemented for a diverse and complex group of disabled people, and thus necessitates careful planning and systematic execution for ensuring welfare of these vulnerable people.
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